
 
Office of Fiscal and Monitoring Services 

 
 

To:    All PCSA Directors 
  All PCSA Fiscal Contacts 
 
From:   Michelle Horn, Deputy Director 
  Office of Fiscal and Monitoring Services 
  Monitoring Services Division 
 
Date:  March 22, 2010 
 
Subject:   County Monitoring Advisory Bulletin 2010-01:  Federal Limits on Use of Title 

XX Monies for Foster Care Placement and Maintenance  
 
Background 
 
45 CFR 96.71 (a) states: 
 

Section 2005 (a) (2) and (a) (5) (42 U.S.C. 1397d (a) (2) and (a) (5)) of the Social 
Security Act establishes prohibitions against the provision of room and board and 
medical care unless . . . they are an ``integral but subordinate'' part of a State-
authorized social service. “Integral but subordinate”' means that the room 
and board provided for a short term or medical care is a minor but essential 
adjunct to the service of which it is a part and is necessary to achieve the 
objective of that service. Room and board provided for a short term shall not 
be considered an integral but subordinate part of a social service when it is 
provided to an individual in a foster family home or other facility the 
primary purpose of which is to provide food, shelter, and care or supervision, 
except for temporary emergency shelter provided as a protective service. 

 
     [emphasis added] 
 
Similarly, the Ohio Administrative Code indicates, at 5101:2-25 (L) that: 

Title XX funds may not be utilized for: 

. . .  

(2)      Provision of cash payments for cost of subsistence or for the provision of 
room and board (other than costs of subsistence during rehabilitation, room and 
board provided for a short term as an integral but subordinate part of a social 
service, or temporary emergency shelter provided as a protective service). 

. . .  
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(4)      Provision of medical care (other than family planning services, rehabilitation 
services or initial detoxification of an alcoholic or drug dependent individual) 
unless it is an integral but subordinate part of a social service for which grants may 
be used under 42 U.S.C., Section 1397d of the Social Security Act. 

In the course of Federal Grants Management Reviews of public children services agencies 
(PCSAs), BMCS staff has noted a number of instances in which the costs of placement and 
maintenance of all or the greater part of children in the custody of the PCSA have been charged 
to Title XX funding.  This has given rise to concern that some agencies may have inadvertently 
charged to Title XX unallowable costs of room, board and medical care provided to children who 
are not in an appropriate setting.   
 
The Auditor of State (AOS) has indicated in its Federal Award Compliance Control Record for 
Title XX – Social Services Block Grant that testing of allowable costs by AOS staff and 
independent public accountants performing OMB Circular A-133 audits of county agencies 
should include tests of allowability of such costs where they have been charged to Title XX.  
There is a significant risk, if such costs have been inappropriately charged to Title XX, that an 
auditor performing such an audit may issue adverse monetary findings against the county 
agency.   
 
Recommendations 
 
For this reason, we recommend that PCSA agency management implement appropriate policies, 
procedures and internal controls to provide reasonable assurance that where a PCSA plans to 
charge costs of short-term room and board or medical care for a child to Title XX, the related 
costs can be documented as an “integral but subordinate” part of a state-authorized social 
service.  This requires, in the case of room and board costs, that the room and board be: 
 

• Short term in nature; and 
 

• A “minor but essential adjunct to the service of which it is a part and . . . necessary to 
achieve the objective of that service.” 

 
Room and board costs may likewise not be charged to Title XX where it is provided in a “foster 
family home or other facility the primary purpose of which is to provide food, shelter, and care 
or supervision, except for temporary emergency shelter provided as a protective service. 
 
Medical care so charged must also meet the “minor but essential adjunct” standard. 
 
Consulting Services Requests: 
 
The BMCS has established a GroupWise e-mail account for questions related to technical issues.  
Questions may be submitted through the GroupWise system to BMCS_INQUIRIES or through 
the Internet to BMCS_INQUIRIES@jfs.ohio.gov. 
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The e-mail account will be checked frequently for new inquiries.  Within the limits of our 
resources, we will respond to you as quickly as possible.  Any inquiries which are appropriate to 
another ODJFS Office or Bureau will be forwarded to that department. 
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